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Dominique Pratt

Popular WA TV Presenter, MC and Speaker

Dominique Pratt is a presenter on Channel Seven’s
lifestyle show Home in WA. Since joining the show in
2008, she has travelled throughout WA showcasing the
best home ideas and tourist spots and, along the way,
has become a very popular media personality in her
home state.

As well as television, Dominique also appears on radio
where she presents and produces for ABC 720. She has
also presented and produced for ABC TV and for
commercial radio on Mix 94.5 and 92.9.

Her professionalism and warmth have made her a
sought-after MC and Dominique has hosted a number
of entertainment events including the prestigious WA
Music Industry Awards. She has also been a TV
presenter for the Starlight Children’s Foundation

Bright and cheerful, as well as versatile and accomplished, Dominique Pratt brings a touch of fun
to any event.

Even at high school, where she produced and presented Mercedes College’s MCFM radio station,
Dominique had an interest in the media. She then achieved a Bachelor of Media Studies at
Murdoch University, followed in 2008 by a Graduate Diploma in Broadcasting at the WA Academy
of Performing Arts.

In 2009 Dominique Pratt won the prestigious student prize at the WA Media Awards when she was
named Student Journalist of the Year by the WA Journalists Association.

She was the people’s choice winner for the 2012 Face of Enex100 competition and has appeared in
a number of advertising campaigns including Burswood Casino, Curtain Wonderland and as a
brand ambassador for international healthy lifestyle company Pik Life.

Dominique loves music and she can often be seen supporting her favourite local bands with
tambourine in hand. She has interviewed a number of Australian and International indy bands and
produced music videos.

Dominique was an elite swimmer for many years and has swum the English Channel in a team
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which posted the fastest time in the world that year. She now gives back to the community by
frequently helping out at her swimming club. In her spare time, she fits in the occasional
modelling assignment.

Client testimonials

“ Dominique was a brilliant host for our awards night. Her energy and enthusiasm on stage
made for a fun and entertaining evening. She remained composed and in control throughout
the night and the audience loved her.

- Sarah Norton, West Australian Music Industry Association
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